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Abstract

Gelfand-type duality results can be obtained for locally convex algebras using a quasitopological
structure on the spectrum of an algebra (as opposed to the topologies traditionally considered).
In this way, the duality between (commutative, with identity) C*-algebras and compact spaces
can be extended to pro-C*-algebras and separated quasitopologies. The extension is provided by a
functional representation of an algebra A as the algebra of all continuous numerical functions
on a quasitopological space. The first half of the paper deals with uniform spaces and quasi-
topologies, and has independent interest.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc): 46 H 05, 46 J 10, 18 B 30, 18
54E15.

It was shown in Dubuc and Porta (1971) that duality results of the type Gelfand
obtained for C*-algebras can be formulated in (and proved with) the machinery
of enriched category theory. Given a class J / of topological algebras, in order to
follow this principle a basic starting point is to furnish the class stf with an enriched
category structure over a convenient (cartesian closed) base category of objects of
a topological nature, and in such a way that s/ be cotensored. That is, in addition
to providing the set of morphisms between algebras with structures of topological
nature, si has to be sufficiently complete to ensure the existence of left adjoints
for these enriched representable functors.

With sd the class of locally convex topological algebras, we showed in Dubuc
and Porta (1971) how to do this with the category of Kelley spaces as base category.
Given a Kelley space X and an algebra A in s/, the algebra ^(X, A) of continuous
functions on X with values in A is a natural candidate for the cotensor of X with
A, if we provide "<f (X, A) with the uniform convergence of compact subsets of X.
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100 Eduardo J. Dubuc and Horacio Porta [2]

Briefly, we should expect to have a bijection (natural in Be si):

X > si{B, A), continuous

B > ^(X, A), morphism in si

where si(B, A) denotes the set of morphisms B y A in si, conveniently topo-
logized. This can be done (see Dubuc and Porta (1971)) if si is the category of
locally convex algebras with morphisms from B to A all linear multiplicative
maps B > A that have continuous restrictions to the compact subsets of B. The
topology on si{fi, A) that makes (1) a bijection is the &-ation of the compact-
open topology. We are forced to consider non-continuous maps since from the
continuity of X > si(B,A) only follows the continuity of B y<g(X,A) on
compact sets. Clearly, allowing these non-continuous maps as morphisms of si
identifies in si different locally convex structures on a given algebra when they
have the same compact sets. That is, isomorphisms in si do not guarantee that
the locally convex structures are topologically equivalent. Several attempts have
been made to provide the set of continuous algebraic homomorphisms with some
topology in order to obtain extensions of the classical Gelfand duality for com-
mutative C*-algebras (see, for example, Michael (1952), Hsia (1959)). But all
such efforts present irregularities that stem from the fact that, if we accept only the
continuous algebraic morphisms, then (1) is not a bijection for the topologies so
far considered on si(B, A).

We believe that, in fact, this will be the case for any natural choice of topology
on si{B,A), A, Be si. However, even if no topology can be found for s/(B,A),
we know which functions X *si{B,A) we want to accept as continuous:
exactly those that arise from continuous morphisms B * ^(X, A). In particular,
when K is compact, we should have a bijection:

K y si(B, A), continuous
B y #(K, A), continuous algebraic morphisms

It so happens that the concept of a set with a family of admissible ( = 'contin-
uous') maps from each compact space is a structure of topological nature considered
by Spanier (1959), and called a quasitopology. Since quasitopological spaces form
a cartesian closed category 2L, it serves our purpose: we can expect to be able to
enrich si over M (that is, make each s/(B,A) into a quasitopological space) in
such a way that (1) is a bijection making si a cotensored category appropriate for
duality.

In this paper we carry out this program to obtain an exact topological equi-
valence between pro-C*-algebras B and algebras of continuous functions over
Spec (2?), the spectrum of B (a quasitopological space). Not surprisingly, this
duality is essentially contained in the work of Michael (1952), well before the
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|3] Duality for locally convex algebras 101

invention of quasitopologies. Analysing when Spec (B) is actually a topological
space we can easily get results in Michael (1952).

As the Gelfand theory identifies the dual category of commutative C*-algebras
with 1 (and continuous algebraic homomorphisms, which are all the algebraic
homomorphisms in this case) to be the category of compact spaces, we identify
here the dual of the category of Pro-C*-algebras (and continuous algebraic
homomorphisms) to be the category J 2 °f separated quasitopologies. These are
the quasitopological spaces with enough real continuous functions to separate
points. They satisfy a Hausdorff-type separation axiom and form a full reflexive
subcategory of M. The reflexion follows from our work below. SL2 is also cartesian
closed.

We observe that the success of our program depends only on the uniform
structure associated to a locally convex algebra. Therefore, in order to simplify
the exposition and in view of other possible applications, we develop the basic
machinery at that level in Sections 1 and 2, and show that uniform spaces with
uniformly continuous maps form a category that can be enriched over 2L, to
become a cotensored ^-category. Then, in Sections 3 and 4 we apply this machinery
to the case of locally convex algebras.

For the reader unfamiliar with category theory we always include an explanation
of categorical statements and terms.

Contents

§0 Background

§1 Relationship between uniform spaces and Spanier's quasitopologies

§2 The enrichment of the category of uniform spaces over the category of quasi-
topologies

§3 Liftings of the enrichment

§4 The enriched category of locally convex algebras

0. Background

In this section we will recall the notion of quasitopology (due to Spanier (1963))
and state some basic properties needed further on. Proofs will be provided only
when they cannot be found elsewhere. The reader is referred to Spanier (1959,
1963), Clark (1969) and Eilenberg (1969).

(0.1) By a compact space we mean a topological space satisfying both the Heine-
Borel converging property and the Hausdorff separation axiom.
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(0.2) A quasitopological space is a set X together with, for each compact space
K, a set of admissible maps K * X, such that the following axioms (Ql), (Q2)
and (Q3) are satisfied:

(Ql) All maps 1 > X are admissible (where 1 denotes the compact space

with one point).

(Q2) (Pre-sheaf axiom.) If W and K are compact, W^-^ K is continuous and

K > X is admissible, then W ——* K > X is also admissible.

(Q3) {Finite covering sheaf axiom.) If W;^-> K, i = 1,2,...,«, is a finite

subjective family of continuous maps with Wt and K compact and all composites

Wt -Ju K-?U X admissible, then K-^, A'is also admissible.

(0.3) A function X * Y between two quasitopological spaces is continuous if

K * X-^—* Y is admissible for each K > X admissible.
We shall denote by 2. the category of quasitopological spaces with continuous

maps. Observe that compact spaces W are canonically quasitopological spaces
with all continuous K * Was admissible maps.

(0.4) The product of two quasitopological spaces Xahd Fis the set Xx Fwith
yadmissible maps those C ——* Xx Y that are admissible in each coordinate (that

is, such that C - ^ I x y ^ U Xand C-^->Xx Y—^ Fare admissible where
jtj and 7t2 are the projections). It is easy to see that any admissible maps

C — -̂» Xx Yfactors through an admissible map of the form Kx W -̂> X+ Y

with K-^ Xand W-$-* Y admissible.

(0.5) The category 2. has all limits. In fact, suppose that a functor T >• <b,

A > Xx is given. A diagram X—^-» Xx is a limit diagram for this functor if X

is the set X = \\m.Xx (with nk the canonical projections) and K • A" is admis-

sible if and only if nx ° a is admissible for all X.

(0.6) The category 2. has all colimits. Given a functor T > J , X t-> Xx, a

diagram Xk -^-» X is a limit diagram for it if A" is the set X = colim Xx (with

gk the canonical inclusions) and K > X is admissible if and only if there exists

a finite surjective family of continuous functions K{ -^-> K and admissible maps

Kt -^
L+ XM making the following diagram commutative.
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[5] Duality for locally convex algebras 103

(0.7) A sub-quasitopology or subspace-quasitopology is, by definition, an injective
initial map. In other words, it is a continuous injective function X * Y such
that a function Z > X is continuous if and only if the composite Z —%—* X > Y

/
is continuous. We say that X has the initial quasitopology induced by Y and i.
Given a quasitopological space Y and an injective function X > Y from a set
X, the maps K > X for which i ° a is admissible define a quasitopology on X
which is initial for i.

(0.8) A quotient quasitopology is a surjective final map. In other words, it is a
continuous surjective function B——* X such that a function X——>Z is con-
tinuous if and only if the composite F^—> X-^-^Z is continuous. Given a
quasitopological space Y and a surjective function 7—̂—> X onto a set X, the
quotient quasitopology exists and has as admissible maps the K—^-» JSTfor which
there exists a continuous surjective function W -» K and an admissible W-±-^> Y
making the following diagram commutative.

\ ,

W

(0.9) Any continuous map X—^-* Y has a factorization as a quotient map
followed by a continuous surjection and a factorization as a continuous sur-
jection followed by an injective initial map. These factorizations are given by the
image of/quasitopologized as a quotient of X or as a sub-space of Y, respectively.

(0.10) The category SL is cartesian closed. We will denote by 1(X,Z) the expo-
nential. This means that for any pair of quasitopological spaces Zand Z, there is a
quasitopological space £(X,Z) such that for any other quasitopological space Y
there are natural bijections:

1 x 7 > Z, continuous

^ , Z), continuous

7 -^U 1(X, Z), continuous

where/, g and h are related by h(x,y) = (/(*)),(y) = (g(y))(x). It follows (auto-
matically) that these bijections induce bicontinuous bijections of quasitopological
spaces:

S{X x Y, Z) x 3.{X, J( Y, Z)) X J( Y, 1(X, Z)).
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The exponential 2L(X, Z) is the set of continuous maps X > Z with the quasi-
topology for which a map K—^-> £(X,Z) is admissible if and only if the corre-
sponding KxX >Z is continuous (here rj(k,x)=(y(k))(x)). In view of the
definition of the product Kx X (see (0.4)) this amounts to saying that

is admissible for all admissible W —̂—• X.

(0.11) It follows from (0.10) that given Z in J , for any quotient map Y-^—* X

(respectively, initial injective X > Y) the maps M(X,Z) yj' > SL{Y,Z) (res-
2L(Z i)

pectively, J(Z, X) ———> 1(Z, Y)) is an initial injective. For any limit diagram

X -^-> Xx (respectively, colimit diagram Xx - ^ * X), the diagram

(respectively, 2{X,Z) ^Sx'Z\ 3{Xk,Z)) is a limit diagram.

(0.12) Given any quasitopological space X, the index category of A', denoted

Tx, is the category whose objects are the admissible maps K > X and whose
morphisms are the commutative triangles (with/continuous):

K >W

There is an obvious functor Tx > St, (K >• X) \-+ K and it is not difficult to

check that the family K ——> X (a admissible) is a colimit diagram for this functor.

(0.13) If X is separated (in the sense of (1.8) below), then Tx is a filtered category
(MacLane (1971)). The proof is given below ia (1.13).

1. Relationship between uniform spaces and Spanier's quasitopologies

Each compact space K will be considered as a uniform space (to be denoted also
by K) by assigning to it the unique uniformity that induces the given compact
topology. We recall that for any uniform space T, a continuous map K >T
for the uniform topology of T is automatically uniformly continuous (abbreviated
u-continuous in the sequel).
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[7] Duality for locally convex algebras 105

Each uniform space T determines canonically a quasitopological space by
taking as admissible maps the u-continuous maps K > T.

(1.1) DEFINITION. Given a uniform space T, the u-cont inuous functions K • T

are the admissible maps of a quasi topology (on the underlying set of T) that we

will call the uniform quasitopology of T and will denote by <?T.

It is clear that if T > S1 is u-cont inuous, then yT > fS is a cont inuous m a p

of quasitopological spaces. Thus p is a functor ^ —£->• J from the category ^f

of uniform spaces and u-cont inuous maps into 1.

On the other hand , each quasitopological space X determines canonically a

uniformity on its underlying set as the final uniformity determined by the

admissible maps . M o r e concretely:

(1.2) DEFINITION. Given a quasi topological space X, the admissible-generated

uniformity on X, denoted by £X, is defined by the following bijection:

£X —1-* T, u-continuous

K > X ——* T, u-continuous for each admissible a

If A; is a compact space, we have already observed that it can be considered as
a quasitopology (paragraph following (0.3)) and as a uniform space (beginning of
this section). We will delete the y in <fK and write simply K. Since clearly £yK = K
can be proved, we can also drop the t and so in the sequel we write K = yK = iK.

(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let X be a quasitopological space. Then £X is the initial

uniformity determined by the family of all X——> ?T continuous, where T is an

arbitrary uniform space.

PROOF. Observe that by definition we have bijections:

£X

K-

K-

J_
<x

—>
a

—>

X-

X-

u-continuous

, u-continuous for all a

T, admissible for all a

X ——» ?T, continuous

and this shows that £X is the initial uniformity for the family described.

REMARK 1. Although it is true that the uniform topology of a uniform space is
the initial topology of the family of u-continuous real-valued functions, its
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106 Eduardo J. Dubuc and Horacio Porta [8]

uniformity need not be the initial uniformity of this same family, even for metric
spaces (they are different for the metric space: T any uncountable set,

d(x, y) = \ ifx*y, d(x, x) = 0).

This type of problem is studied in Ginsburg and Isbell (1959). Using the fact that
all uniformities are generated by metrics, we can reduce the family X-^—> ?T

to just metric (uniform) spaces T.

f a.
REMARK 2. Notice that if £X > T is continuous, for all admissible K * X

the composite K > T is continuous, hence u-continuous-by compactness. But

then, by Definition (1.2), (X > T is also u-continuous. Thus, for the uniform
space tX, continuous functions £X > T are automatically u-continuous or, in
other words, the uniformity of £X is fine in the sense of Isbell (1964). This will be
used below, in the proof of (1.9).

(1.4) PROPOSITION. The functor <% —^-> 1 has a left adjoint 2 > <%. Further-
more, tfty = y and £y£ = t'.

PROOF. The first statement only means that there is a natural bijection

, . SX > T, u-continuous
(a) =

X * yT, continuous
and this is the content of the proof of (1.3). For the second part we observe that
using the adjunction (a) for the identities tX > £X and fT • yT we get that
the identity map is uniformly continuous for tyT > T and continuous for
X > y(X. But then we get that (X >£<f(X * X is u-continuous and that

?T > <ft<fT > fT\s continuous. This finishes the proof.

REMARK. For Xe 2. let us denote by iX the final topology for the family of

admissible maps. Since X > y£X is continuous, for each admissible K > X

the map K • X * (X is u-continuous, and so tX > fX is continuous. But

•tX need not coincide with the uniform topology of (X (when tX is not com-

pletely regular, for example). In fact the following example shows that they can

be very different. Let X denote the quasitopology on the set N = {1,2,. . .} of

natural numbers defined by: K > X is admissible if OL(K) is a finite subset of

N. It is easy to see that t?X is the indiscrete uniformity (that is, the only entourage

is Xx X itself). However, tX is the Frechet topology on N (closed = finite).

By standard categorical routine (MacLane (1971), v.5, Theorem 1), from

Proposition (1.4), we get
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[9] Duality for locally convex algebras 107

(1.5) COROLLARY. The functor q: % > 2, preserves all limits and / : J > $11
preserves all colimits. In particular: the uniform quasitopology of a product is the
product quasitopology, the quasitopology of a relative uniformity is the relative
quasitopology, and if T—^ Tx is an initial family in <?/, then pT' -?h+ yfa is an
initial family in 2.. The corresponding dual statements hold for t.

(1.6) DEFINITION. A uniform space T is uniformly compactly generated (abbrev-
iated uc-generated) if T = (yT.

This means that the uniformity of T is determined by the u-continuous maps

K • T with compact domain K, in the sense that a function T^—> S is

uniformly continuous if and only if all compositions K > T^—> S are.
We remark that the uniform topology of a uc-generated space need not be a

it-space or a compactly generated topological space (see Clark (1969), Example
2.12). In fact we have:

(1.7) PROPOSITION. A uniform space T is uc-generated if and only if T is fine and
the uniform topology of T is a Ku-space.

Before we prove (1.7) let us recall that a topological space Z is a ATR-space if it

is completely regular and a real valued function Z — -̂> R is continuous if and

only if the compositions K > Z ~^—* R are continuous for all continuous a
with compact domain K. We can write, for Z, a ATR-space:

Z > R, continuous

X > Z > R, continuous (for all a)

PROOF OF (1.7). Let T and S be uniform spaces. Then

(1) tyT > S, u-continuous, if and only if

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5) T > S, u-continuous

If T = £<pT, then (1) through (5) are equivalent and therefore T is fine (because
(4) o (5); see Remark 2 to Proposition (1.3)). Also the equivalence (3) o (4) for
S = R gives that the uniform topology is a Ag-space.

Consider now the case where T is a ATR-space. Then, using the fact that S is

T >

T >

T >

s.

s,

continuous, if and

continuous (for all

continuous, if

only if

a), if
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108 Eduardo J. Dubuc and Horacio Porta [10]

completely regular we get

(4) T • S , continuous, if and only if

(6) T > S —£-»• R, continuous (for all p), if and only if

(7) T-^T • S - ^ + R , continuous (for all a, for all 0), if and only if

(3) K -2-> T > S, continuous (for all a)

If, further, T is fine, then (4) o (5) and so all (1) through (7) are equivalent. In
particular (1) o (5) and T = t<fT. This ends the proof.

Observe that there are ^-spaces that are not compactly generated topological
spaces (uncountable products of denumerable discrete spaces, for example). This
is done in complete detail in Beckenstein et al. (1977), 2.2 and 2.3 and notably
Example 2.3-1.

Now we turn to separation properties. The following separation axiom has been
studied in the literature: a quasitopological space X is separated if the image of
any admissible map is closed in the admissible generated topology, that is, in tX
(see Remark to Proposition (1.4)). This property is closely related to a weak
separation axiom for topological spaces. In fact, X is separated if and only
if tX\% weakly Hausdorff (see Clark (1969), Day (1972), Dubuc (1977), Lamartin
(1977), McCord (1970)). We introduce now the analogous concept within the
context of uniform spaces.

(1.8) DEFINITION. A quasitopological space X is uniformly separated (abbrev-
iated u-separated) if the image of any admissible map is closed for the admissible
generated unii
subset of tX.
generated uniformity. That is, for any admissible K > X, Image (a) is a closed

Since tX *£X is continuous (Remark after (1.4)), it follows that any u-
separated quasitopology is also separated. The converse, however, is false in view
of the following result:

(1.9) PROPOSITION. For a quasitopological space X the following properties are
equivalent:

(a) continuous functions X > [0,1] into the unit real interval [0,1] separate

disjoint admissible maps. That is, given admissible map K * X and

W-¥-+ X with {(k, w); <x(k) — fi(w)} = 0 there exists a continuous function

X^-+ [0,f] such thatf°a=0 andf°P = \;
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[11] Duality for locally convex algebras 109

(b) continuous functions X —^—» [0,1] separate points;

(c) the uniform space £X is Hausdorff;

(d) X is u-separated.

PROOF, (a) => (b) is immediate since every point is the image of an admissible

map according to (Ql) in (0.2).

(b) => (c) is also immediate since X-^—> [0,1] is continuous if and only if

tX-1—* [0,1] is u-continuous.

(c) =*• (d) follows since images of compact spaces in Hausdorff spaces are

(compact, hence) closed.

(d) =>(a): the two images u.{K) and 0(W) are closed disjoint sets with the

Heine-Borel covering property in the completely regular space tX. Then there

exists tX-±-^> [0,1] continuous, / = 0 on «.{K) and / = 1 on P(W) (see Kelley

(1955)). According to Remark 2 to Proposition (1.3), SX-^-+[0,1] is u-

continuous, hence X—^—* [0,1] is continuous and (a) follows.

(1.10) COROLLARY, (a) Products of u-separated quasitopologies are u-separated.

(b) If X is u-separated and Y • X is a continuous injective function, then Y is

u-separated. (c) For any quasitopological space X, X is u-separated if and only if the

exponential i>( Y, X) is u-separated for all Y.

PROOF. From part (b) in (1.9) we get easily (a) and (b) in (1.10). Now, since 2.

is cartesian closed (see (0.10)) it follows that for each ye Y, the evaluation
evv

evy(f)=f(y) is continuous £(Y,X)—-+ X and therefore there is a continuous
injective of £( Y, X) into a product \\ X. Thus if X is u-separated and then so is

Y, X), from (a) and (b) above. For the converse, just take 7 = 1 and use

(1.11) COROLLARY. For any Hausdorff uniform space T the uniform quasitopology
u-separated.

PROOF. Notice that the identity tfT • T is u-continuous (proof of (1.4)) and
therefore tyT is also Hausdorff. Now use (c) => (d) in (1.9) to conclude that ?T
is u-separated.

Given a compact subset K of a 7\ completely regular topological space, any
continuous real (or complex) valued function defined on K admits a continuous
extension to the whole space (see Kelley (1955)). This property carries over to
u-separated quasitopologies. More precisely:
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(1.12) PROPOSITION. Let F denote the real field or the complex field. A quasi-

topological space X is u-separated if and only if every injective admissible

K> > X has the F-valued extension property, that is, given any continuous function

K > F there exists a continuous function X > ^F such that foa. =g.

PROOF. Suppose X is u-separated. Then the image of K> > X is a compact

subset of (X, and K > A' is a compact subset of (X, and K ><z(K) is a
a"1 a

homeomorphism. Then, as remarked above, <x(K) > K —^—> F has a continuous

extension tX—•—> F which being automatically u-continuous, defines a continuous
X > fF that satisfies f°a = g by definition. Suppose now that every injective
admissible has the F-extension property and consider, for x ¥= y in X, the
inclusion {x} u {j}>-^-> K. From (Ql) and (Q3) in (0.2), it follows that i is
admissible, and extending g(x) = 0, g{y) = 1 we get a continuous Ar-^-» F that
separates x and j and that we may assume also satisfies 0 < / < 1 after replacing
/ b y inf (1, max(0,/)). Then (b) => (d) in (1.9) applies to give that X'vs u-separated.

Now we prove the statement (0.13). More precisely:

(1.13) PROPOSITION. Let X be a quasitopological space. If X is u-separated, then

its index category Tx {see (0.12)) is filtered, and the maps K • X where a. is an

injective admissible map with the F-valued extension property, form a filtered
colimit diagram in 1. Conversely, if there is such a filtered colimit diagram, then
X is u-separated.

PROOF. Suppose Z i s u-separated, and let K • A'and W —£-» Xbe admissible

maps. Since K * tX and W — -̂> tX are continuous and <fX is Hausdorff ((c)
in (1.19)), then the pull back

is compact (S = {(k,w); oc(k)= p(W)}<=Kx W is closed in Kx W because tX is
Hausdorff), and then Tx is filtered by definition (see McLane (1971), Chapter IX).
Let us now observe that for any K * X in Tx, the image W = a.(K) is compact

(in the relative uniformity of £X) and the identity W > X is admissible by (Q3)

in (0.2). This, together with (1.12) shows that the injective admissible maps with
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[13] Duality for locally convex algebras 111

the F-valued extension property form a cofinal sub-category of Fx and, therefore,
from the first part of the proof it follows that it is itself filtered, as claimed.

Suppose now that K > A' is a filtered colimit diagram (with a. admissible
having the F-valued extension property). By definition (see (0.6)) and since it is a

filtered diagram, for each admissible W —*—* X there is an a surjective D -^—* W

with

K-

commutative. But then there is a factorization

with g continuous (by compactness of D and W we have

g~ '(closed) = / (y~ '(closed)) =/(compact) = compact = closed).

Since a has the F-valued extension property and P(fV)ca(K), we see that con-
tinuous functions X > F separate points of P(W). But any pair of points of X
belong to some p(W) (by (Q3)), we get (b) in (1.9) and therefore Xvs u-separated.

2. The enrichment of the category of uniform spaces over the category of
quasitopoiogies

Since SL is a cartesian closed category we can consider the problem of whether
the situation described in Proposition (1.4) has an enrichment in such a way that
the enriched J-valued contravariant representable functors have enriched left
adjoints. This is actually the case, and we proceed to show how it is done.

First, we recall some needed properties of uniform spaces. Given S and T
uniform spaces, we denote with F(S, T) the set of all functions from S to T, and
with ^U(S,T) (respectively, ^ ( 5 , T ) ) the uniform space of all u-continuous
functions from 5 to T with the uniformity of the uniform convergence on S
(respectively, the pointwise convergence on S).
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(2.1) LEMMA. Let R, S, T be uniform spaces and let RxSs > T, R -^-> F(S, T)
and S > F(R, T) be any three functions related by the formulas

h(r,s)=g(s)(r)=f(r)(s).
Then:

(a) there is a bijection between the u-continuous g with values in ̂ U(R, T) and the
u-continuous f with values in ^lK(S, T) and such that Image(/) is a uniformly
equicontinuous set. In symbols:

S > WJ^R, T), u-continuous

R » W^S, T), u-continuous and Image(/) a uniformly equicontinuous set.

(b) given Jc ^n(R, S) and Ha ^ln(S, T) any two uniformly equicontinuous sets
with the induced uniformity (that is, the uniformity of pointwise convergence),
then the composition function

JxH ><%«(R,T)

is continuous and its image is a uniformly equicontinuous set;
(c) given any compact space K = R, there is a bijection

KxS > T, u-continuous

K -?-+ %U(S, T), u-continuous;

(d) the bijection given by (c) is an isomorphism of uniform spaces:

®U(K xS,T)= <WU(K, mu(S, T));

(e) if T -^-* Tx is a limit diagram of uniform spaces (in particular, the uni-
formity of T is the smallest that makes all fx u-continuous) and S is any
uniform space, then the diagram

<%U(S, T) i ^ A qiu(S, TJ

is also a limit diagram of uniform spaces, where

®«(S,fa) (f) =f. of for SMT.

PROOF, (a) Follows from Bourbaki (1940), Chapter 10, Section 2, Proposition 1
(with R, S, T taking the place of T, X, Y there); (b) follows from loc. cit.,
Chapter 10, Section 2, Corollary 5 of Proposition 1 and Exercise 4,6; (c) follows
from (a) above and loc cit., Chapter 10, Section 2, Proposition 2 and Theorem 2
(necessary condition (a)) and loc. cit., Chapter 2, Section 4, Proposition 2;
(d) follows from loc. cit., Chapter 10, Section 1, Proposition 2; and finally (e)
follows from loc. cit., Chapter 10, Section 1, Propositions 3 and 4.
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Observe that the conclusion in part (b) cannot be strengthened to 'u-continuous'
instead of just 'continuous'. In fact, if R=T = S = real line with its standard
uniformity and J = H = {f:R >R; \f(x)-f(y)\ ^\x-y\ for all JCJER},

then JxH >^U(R,R), (/,g)\ >gr°/is not u-continuous. To show that, let
xux2,...,xn be arbitrary and <5>0, and set L = sup{|01(/1(O))-02(/2(O))|},
the supremum taken over all (fl,f2), (gi,g2) with

\fi(xk)-f2(xk)\<d and \g1(xk)-g2(xk)\<8 for k =1,2,...,«.

It suffices to show that L = oo. But the supremum can only decrease when we
add more xk's, so that we may always assume that xn = 0. Then by definition,

and so L ̂  sup {3i(/i(0))-g2(/i(0)) 1} —&. But/,(<)) ranges over all of R, and so
the last supremum is obviously infinite.

Suppose now that S and T are given uniform spaces, and let M be the set of
u-continuous functions from 5 to T. The uniformity equicontinuous subsets of M
from an ideal / in the Boolean algebra of all subsets of M, and all singletons
belong to / . This shows that the family of all maps K • M, where K is compact
and <x(K)eI, defines a quasitopology on M, that we will denote by %j(S,T).

(2.2) DEFINITION. Given any uniform spaces S and T, we denote by
the set of w-continuous functions from S to T endowed with the quasitopology
supremum of <%I(S,T) and ^n{S,T). More precisely, K-^^S,T) is admis-
sible if and only if

(a) o.{K) is a uniformly equicontinuous set, and
(b) K-^^JiS,T) is u-continuous.

This definition is chosen so that, according to Lemma (2.1)(a), a map

K -?-+ <^l(S, T) is admissible if and only if S > "UU(K, T) is u-continuous.

Now we come to the result announced at the beginning of the section.

(2.3) PROPOSITION. The category °ll has a structure of M-category in such a way
that f and t become 1-adjoint ^-functors.

Before we prove (2.3) we will explain its parts:
(i) ^ is a ^.-category. We must prove that for any three uniform spaces R, S

and T the composition of functions

%{R, S) x %{S, T) * <%(R, T )

is a continuous map of quasitopologies.
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(ii) f and <f are 3-functors. This means that the inclusion maps

<%(S,T)-?-*2(qS,qT) and J(Z, Y) -^-> W(tX,tY)

are continuous.
(iii) <f and £ are 1-adjoints. This means that the bijection (a) in the proof of

Proposition (1.4) is an ismorphism of quasitopologies, that is ffl(£X, T) = 2.(X, ?T)
as quasitopological spaces.

PROOF, (i) follows from (0.4) and Lemma (2.1)(b).
Next we will prove (iii) by showing that both quasitopologies have exactly the

same admissible maps. Consider the following chain of bijections (or logical
equivalences):

(1) K y 2(X, 9 T), admissible

2)

(3)

KxX .

t(KxK)-

KxW^l

w-Lex
ex—><ar

•?T,

—>T,

ilKxK^T,

-^®U(K,T),

ttV".> 1 ) ,

continuous

u-continuous

, u-continuous

u-continuous

u-continuous

(for all

(for all

W-

W-

X
JL

• X) admissible

• X admissible)(5)

( 6 ) K * <V{eX, T), admissible

They hold for the following reasons: (1) by the cartesian closed structure of J
(0.10) (above); (2) from Proposition (1.4); (3) from (0.4) and (1.2); (4) from
(2.1)(c); (5) again from Definition (1.2) and finally (6) from (2.1)(a) and Definition
(2.2).

Now we observe that (ii) follows from (i) and (iii) since any pair of adjoint
functors between J-categories which are J-adjoint are automatically ^-functors.
In this case we can get this result as follows:

( , T) ^ l d ' r)> %(€?S, T) =
and

, T) •2(Z' ld)» 2{X, 9tY) = %{£XJ Y).

The two arrows on the left are continuous since (as observed in the proof of (1.4))

• S and Y > f£ Y are, respectively, u-continuous and continuous. This
completes the proof of (2.3).

REMARK 1. Notice that since the inclusion <%(S,T)c+£((?S,?T) is continuous,
if follows that the quasitopology <%(S, T) is u-separated when T is a Hausdorff
uniform space (use (1.9)(c), and (1.10)).
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REMARK 2. Notice that a function K * £{<?S, fT) is admissible if and only if
the corresponding functions £<fS > ^lu{K, T) is u-continuous. To see this make
X — fS in the proof of (iii) above. In symbols:

K • M?S, a T), admissible
(*)

> <%U(K, T), u-continuous

Clearly

K > <%(S, T), admissible
(**)

S >• <%U(K, T), u-continuous
by Definition (2.2) and (2.1)(a).

On the other hand, we have, by u-continuity ofSyS > S, that

We see then that: if S is uc-generated (Definition (1.6)) then * ( 5 , T) has the initial
quasitopology of W(S, T) > 2.(?S, <?T). Using (*) and (**) we can see that it is
only in this case. In fact, if for all T the admissible maps for ^{S, T) are exactly
those of 21(<?S, ?T), then there is a correspondence (by (*) and (**)):

• ^U(K, T), u-continuous

S >• °ilu(K, T), u-continuous

and so taking K = 1 we conclude that S =

REMARK 3. If T^-> Tx is a limit diagram of uniform spaces and S is a uniform
/(s f)

space, the diagram W(S,T)—v 'JaJ> <%(S, TJ is a limit diagram of quasi-

topologies. In fact the composition K-^%{S,T) * ^i{S, Tx) is admissible if

and only if S *°UU{K,T) >°UU(K,T^ is u-continuous. Using (2.1)(e) we

conclude that if this happens for all a, then S >aUu(K,T) is u-continuous; so

K -£-+ W(S, T) is admissible.

For T a uniform space and X a quasitopology we introduce now a uniformity
on the set of continuous maps X • ?T. More precisely:

(2.4) DEFINITION. For X in £t and Tin® the uniform space <£(X, T) is the set
of continuous functions X * gT provided with the uniformity of uniform con-
vergence on admissible maps, defined as the initial uniformity determined by the
functions

V(X, T) ^ ( g > r ) . <WJLK, T); <f(a, T) ( / ) = / o a,

where K • X ranges over all the admissible maps.
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Observe that <6(K, T) = ^lu{K, T) for any compact K.

REMARK 1. Given a uniform space T and a continuous function K—^—> W of
compact spaces, it is easy to check that the induced function

<?( W, T) JHU2+ <€{K, T)

is uniformly continuous. Then for any quasitopological space X, C£( — ,T) is a
functor from the index category Tx (see (0.12)) to <%; and it follows easily that the

diagram <g(X,T) ^ a ' T \ <#(K,T) is a limit diagram.

REMARK 2. Notice that since all maps 1 > X are admissible (here 1 is compact
cv

space with one point) it follows that for each xeX the evaluation ^(X, T) —** T
at x is u-continuous. Hence the uniformity of ^{X, T) is finer than the uniformity
of point-wise convergence. It follows that ^{X, T) is Hausdorff when T is
Hausdorff.

REMARK 3. <€{X, T) is complete when 7* is complete. This can be seen by adapting
the proof of Corollary 2 to Theorem 2 of Section 1 in Bourbaki (1940), Chapter 10.

The uniformities ^(X, T) provide adjoints for the representable functors into 3..
More precisely:

(2.5) THEOREM. The category is a cotensored ^-category.

This statement just means that all the representable functors <WP —-—:—'-+ £
have a J-left adjoint. In order to prove (2.5) it will suffice to show that given any
uniform space T and a quasitopological space X, the cotensor of T with X exists
or, in other words, that there is a uniform space V = ^(X, T) such that we have
a natural bicontinuous bijection

Qt(S, ̂ (X, T)) s 2.{X, *(5, T))

for all S. We will prove that V = <£(X, T) as defined above in (2.4) has this property.

PROOF OF (2.5). Let K and W be compact spaces, and consider the following
chain of bijections (or logical equivalences):

W >• SL{K, <%(S, T)), admissible

(2)

(3)

(4)
W > <%(S, °UU(K, T)), admissible

Wx

S —

s —

K

—>

—>

%

%

,(WxK

n
,n
K,T))

admissible

u-continuous

, u-continuous
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Here (1) follows by the cartesian closed structure of 2L (see (0.10)), (2) and (4)
by Definition (2.2) and (3) by (2.1)(d).

Since by definition ^(K, T) = <%U(K, T) we have just proved that

(i) * ( 5 , <f(A, r » s

for A compact and T and 5 in <%. Let now X be a quasitopological space

with admissible maps K > X and consider the families of functions:

(ii) 1(X, « (S , T)) ^ ( < X '^ ( 5 > T ) )» J(X, * (S , T)),

Since A" > X is a colimit diagram (0.12) and 2L is cartesian closed, it follows
that (ii) is a limit diagram in J . On the other hand, from Remark 3 to Proposition
(2.3) it follows that (iii) is also a limit diagram in 2L (see also Remark 1 to
Definition (2.4)). The theorem follows now from (i) and the fact that the categories
of indices in (ii) and (iii) coincide.

This theorem gives a solution to a problem posed in Isbell (1964), Problem A,
p. 54.

REMARK 1. According to (2.5), <%{S, <6(X, T)) and 2L(X, W(S, T)) have the same
admissible maps from K=\. Therefore there is a bijection:

$ , T), u-continuous

X > %(S, T), continuous
a

given by the formula (g(s)) (x) = (f(x)) (s). Also, since the functor °U > 2L has
a J-left adjoint if, it preserves cotensors. This means that for any quasitopological
space X and any uniform space T, the identity map ^{X, T) = 2L(X, yT) is
bicontinuous.

REMARK 2. Given any uniform space T it follows from the ^-adjunction between

# ( - , T ) and <&(—,T) that these functors have the following continuity property:

if Xx -=^-» X is any colimit diagram of quasitopological spaces, the diagram

<€{X, T) ^ x ' T ) > ^(Xx, T) (respectively W{X, T) ®^x'r) > <%(XX, T)) is a
limit diagram of uniform spaces (respectively, of quasitopologies).

3. Liftings of the enrichment

Suppose s/ is any class of uniform spaces together with a class of ^-continuous
functions between them containing all the identities and closed under compositions
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(that is, si is a subcategory of ^l). Then si can be (automatically and canonically)
endowed with a structure of J-category. This is simply the enriched version of
the classical approach of considering si as a category based on sets. Furthermore,
if for a given Am. si and X in SL, the cotensor (computed in <%) ^(X, A) happens
to belong to si, then it will be, under the appropriate natural conditions, a
cotensor in si. More generally, let si be a category provided with a faithful

forgetful functor si ——> "U (that is, any morphism A » B in si as a u-
continuous function | A | • | B |). Then:

(3.1) PROPOSITION, si has a canonical structure of 1-category in such a way that

si —LU <ft becomes a 1-functor and for all A, B in si, the inclusion

si(A,B) >%(\A\,\B\)
is an initial map.

PROOF. Just define the quasitopology of si{A, B) to be the quasitopology induced
by <&(\ A |, | B |) and the forgetful functor si{A, B) »• <&QA\,\B |). All proper-
ties follow easily (in particular that composition si(A, B) x si(B, C) > si(A, C)
is continuous).

(3.2) DEFINITION. Given B in si and X in 2L, we will say that the cotensor
B |) computed in % 'lives' in si if there is an object <£(X, B) in si such that

(i)

(ii) given any | A | ——> | 'HiX, B) \ in $11, then <p is a morphism in si if and only

if for each XBX the map \A \ •'- > \B\ is a morphism in si (where
(a) = cp(a)(x)).

Notice that (ii) is equivalent to the fact that the family of evaluations in xe X
is a | |-initial family; that is:

(ii') For each x in X, the evaluation in JC, \^{X,E)\—^1-31 is actually a

morphism <€{X, B) - ^ > B in si, and given any \A | -^-» |«"( JiT, 5) | in <W,

<p is a morphism ^ — -̂» ̂ (X, B) in jaf if for all x in X the compositep
| A | * > 151 is a morphism in J^ .

(3.3) PROPOSITION. Green 5 in si and X in H, if the cotensor ^{X,E) computed

in °U lives in si, then the cotensor ^{X, B) of X with B exists for the canonical

1-structure on si, and it is preserved by the forgetful M-functor si ——• °U.

This means that for all A in si the formula ((p(a)) (x) = (f(x)) (a) defines a
bijection

A -¥-> <%(X, B), morphism in si

X —1—* si{A, B), continuous
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which induces a bicontinuous bijection

sf(A, <€{X, B)) « 1(X, j*(A, B)).

Moreover, | V(X, B) | = <g{X, \ B |).

PROOF. We show that the object ^(X, B) whose existence is guaranteed by (3.2)
has the properties that make it the cotensor. In fact, consider

*{\A\,V(A,\B\)) « <HX,<V(\A\,\B\))

where the isomorphism in the lower level is given by (2.5). Since both vertical maps
are initial maps, the proof will follow if we show that the isomorphism restricts
to the upper level. But this is precisely what (3.2)(ii) says, and thus (3.3) is proved.

(3.4) COROLLARY. If for all B in s/ and X in 2. the cotensor %!{X, \ B |) computed

in °U lives in s/, then the canonical 2-structure on s# is cotensored and the M-functor

sd • °U preserves cotensors.

The conditions in Definition (3.2) are usually trivial to check in practice, where
complicated arguments to prove continuity require most of the work. In this
approach, continuity is guaranteed once and for all by (2.5).

Since a topological algebraic structure usually induces a uniformity on its
underlying topological space in such a way that continuous algebraic morphisms
become u-continuous, all standard classes of algebraic structures are examples of
categories s/ -LU % to which Proposition (3.3) or Corollary (3.4) could be
applied.

Examples are: topological groups and all their usual subcategories (Hausdorff,
abelian, and so on), topological vector spaces and their subcategories (locally
convex, Banach spaces, and so on), topological algebras (locally convex algebras,
Banach algebras, C*-algebras, and so on).

Since the pointwise operations on sets of structure-valued functions usually
define structures belonging to the same class, Proposition (3.3) and Corollary (3.4)
can be applied in most cases. For some, like Banach spaces and algebras, C*-
algebras, and so on, cotensors will not exist in general, but Proposition (3.3) can be
used, notably for the case where X is compact. For metrizable structures (like
Frechet spaces and algebras) a smallness condition (weaker than compactness)
suffices: X should be a countable quasitopology (in the following sense: X is
countable if there exists a sequence of admissible maps Kn —*-» X such that every
admissible K—^-y X factors through some an as a = a B ° / with K^-^Kn
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continuous. (This amounts to saying that the index category Tx has a countable
cofinal subcategory.) Countable quasitopologies correspond to hemi-compact
spaces in the sense of Arens (1946) or Michael (1952), p. 22.

A different type of situation to which Proposition (3.3) also applies arises when

the functor si -^-* % is full, that is, when all u-continuous functions | A \ > | B \
are morphisms in si. In this case if the cotensor ^(X, B) belongs to si, the
condition (ii) in Definition (3.2) is vacuously satisfied. However, and in contrast
with the algebraic cases, cotensors will now have the tendency of not living in si,

and the functors si -J-U <% will probably have a right adjoint (instead of the
left adjoint that free structures provide in the algebraic case). This requires some
changes in (3.3). More specifically, cotensors may be computed in <% and then
reflected into si. This is notably the case of the full subcategory si of uc-generated
uniform spaces (see Definition (1.6)).

4. The enriched category of locally convex algebras

Let us recall that a locally convex topological algebra over F, the real or the
complex field, is an .F-algebra A with a locally convex topology making the
product of A separately continuous. Any such structure determines a uniformity
(by the distances defined by the continuous seminorms). It is well known that
continuous linear multiplicative maps A —̂—>• B between locally convex algebras
A and B are automatically u-continuous. Therefore, the category si of locally
convex topological algebras with 1 and identity preserving continuous multi-
plicative linear maps (abbreviated: morphisms of si) is provided with a faithful

forgetful functor si —U-» <% into the category of uniform spaces. Thus it satisfies
the hypotheses of Proposition (3.1). Moreover, given any quasitopological space
X, pointwise operators make the uniform space <€(X, \ A |) into a locally convex
topological algebra with identity, and the condition (ii) (or (ii')) in (3.2) is
obviously satisfied. Therefore:

(4.1) THEOREM. The category si of locally convex algebra with 1 is a cotensored

^-category in such a way that the forgetful functor si ~^> % preserves cotensors
and the map si{A,B) > "U{\ A, \B\) is an initial map in J . Further if A is com-
mutative (respectively, locally m-convex (see Michael (1952)), Hausdorff, complete)
then so is %(X, A) for any X in J .

PROOF. Define ^(X, A) to be the uniform space %>(X, \ A |) with the algebraic
structure of pointwise operations. Consider now the family of u-continuous maps

|<€(X, A)| ^*'A\ |<#(K,A)\, a admissible.
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Clearly all <̂ (oc, A) preserve the algebraic structures and since the uniformity on
^{X, | A |) is initial for this family (Definition (2.4)) it is locally convex (respectively,
locally m-convex) if each <£(K,A) is. But of course <€(K, A) = *%tt(K, A), and this
is a very well-known factor. Finally, since condition (ii') in Definition (3.2) is
satisfied, Corollary (3.4) applies. The cases of A Hausdorff or complete follow
from Remarks 2 and 3 to Definition (2.4).

Suppose now that A —*-* Ax is a filtered diagram (see MacLane (1971),

Chapter IX) in si and A —^—* B is a morphism in si with B a normed algebra.

If B—*—* R+ denotes the norm of B, the composite p°f is a continuous semi-

norm A > R+ of A, and since the diagram is filtered, there exists a X and a

continuous seminorm Ax -^-» R+ such thatp°fi^px°nx . If nx is surjective, we can

define Ax-^-^> B by fx(x) =f{a) where aeA is any element such that nx{a) =x,

clearly f=fx °nx. We illustrate the situation by the diagram

It is of course quite obvious that fx is well defined and that it preserves the

algebraic structure. Also, since pfxnx =pf^pxxx and nx is surjective, it follows

that pfx ^ px, whence fx is continuous. Summing up: for any A -^—• B in si there

exists a X and a morphism Ax -= -̂+ B in si such t h a t / = 7 ; ^ . Thus:

(4.2) PROPOSITION. Given any filtered limit diagram A — -̂» Ax in si with sur-
jective nx for all X, and any normed algebra B, the diagram

si(Ax,B) J!/(n»B) > s/(A,B)

is a filtered colimit diagram of quasitopological spaces.

PROOF. It suffices (by (0.0)) to show that given any admissible K > s#{G, B)

there exists an admissible K—^-> s/(Ax,B) such that a=s/(nx,B)<>(xx. We do
this as follows: by (4.1), the corresponding function A-^^(K,B) (where
(y(a))(k) =(a(k))(a)) is a morphism in si. But for K compact and B normed,
clearly ^{K,B){ = tyJ^K,B)) is also normed, and according to the observations
above, there exists X and Ax -^-» ^(K, B) with y =yxnx. This shows that for the
corresponding'admissible K-^si{Ax,B) (that is, (<xx(k))(a) = (yx(a))(k)) we
have a = si(nx, B) ° <xx. This concludes the proof.
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Recall that F denotes either the real field or the complex field. According to the
definitions, for any quasitopological space X, we have that <6{X, F) is just the
algebra of continuous scalar valued functions with the uniform convergence on
admissible maps, that is: a defining family of seminorms for ^{X,F) is given by

the />„(/) = sup {\f(a(k));feK} for K -^-» X admissible.

EXAMPLE. Let X be any Hausdorff topological space. An admissible map

K • X (which is just a continuous function) has compact image. Therefore a
morphism X > <?F in 1 is exactly a function X * F which is continuous on
the compact subsets of X, and <€(X, F) is the algebra of these functions with the
uniform convergence on the compact subsets of X. Such algebras have been
studied long since (see Michael (1952) and Dubuc and Porta (1971)).

Just as in the case of the example above, we can easily prove (using (4.1)):

(4.3) PROPOSITION. For any quasitopological space X, the algebra ^(X,F) is a
commutative Hausdorff complete locally m-convex algebra with 1. Moreover, when
F — C the complex numbers, ^(X,C) is apro-C*-algebra.

Recall that a pro-C*-algebra (see Bourdaud (1975/6), Michael (1952)) is a
commutative complete, Hausdorff, locally m-convex complex algebra A with an
involution x * x* and a defining family of seminorms {/>,} such that

Pi(xx*) = (j>i(x))2 for all x e A and all p,.

The algebras ^{X,C) are obviously pro-C*-algebras with/* = complex conjugate
of/ and the seminorms pa defined above.

Let now A be any algebra in s/. The quasitopological space s/(A, F) is just the
set of continuous characters A —2-> F (with a certain quasitopology), that is,
the spectrum (or 'carrier space') of A (see Michael (1952), Dixmier (1964),
Bourbaki (1967)). But contrary to the traditional treatment, we will not endow
it with the pointwise convergence (that would be the space s/a(A,F)) but with

the quasitopology resulting from the forgetful functor A > | A | into %. More
precisely:

(4.4) DEFINITION. For any algebra A in si, the spectrum of A is the quasi-
topological space J/(A,F).

As observed above, sf(A,F) has the same underlying set as the traditional
s/x(A, F) and the identity map si{A, F) > ^n{A, F) is continuous by Definition
(2.2).

EXAMPLE 1. If A is a Frechet algebra any compact subset of s/n(A,F) is
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u-equicontinuous (see Michael (1952)). Therefore any continuous K > -^n(A, F)

is admissible for stf(A,F). Thus, the identity $4(A,F) * fs^n{A,F) is bi-
continuous. In other words, the quasitopology of s/(A, F) is the quasitopology of
the classical spectrum. More particularly, if A is a normed algebra in s/, the
space siJ^A, F) is compact (and uniformly equicontinuous), and according to the
agreement of not writing f in this case (first paragraph of Section 1) we have then
s/(A, F) = s/n(A, F) for A normed with identity.

EXAMPLE 2. The identity s/(A, F) > sf(A, F) induces a map

(that we study below in detail under another name). The initial uniformity on A
induced by j and ^(^(A, F), F) need not coincide with that of A. The topology of
this uniformity is the topology xo(A) of Michael (see Michael (1952), p. 32). The
reason is clear, since TO(A) is the topology of uniform convergence on u-equi-
continuous compact subsets of sJn{A, F).

(4.4) PROPOSITION. The spectrum s/(A, F) of any locally convex algebra A is a
u-separated quasitopological space.

PROOF. From Remark 1 to (2.3) we get that °IH\A\,\F|) is u-separated. Now
use Corollary (1.10)(b) to conclude that s/(A, F)i+<%{\ A \, \ F\)) is also u-separated.

According to the remark at the end of Example 1 above, for each commutative
C*-algebra C we get that the quasitopological space stf{C, F) is compact. Similarly,
by definition, for each K compact the cotensor %>(K,F) is a commutative C*-
algebra if F is the complex field. Therefore, the classical Gelfand duality between
compact spaces and C*-algebras apphes here to give (see Dixmier (1964), Bourbaki
(1967)):

(4.5) PROPOSITION.

(a) For any compact space K, the map K-^-> sti$(K, F), F), £( / ) =f(k) is a
bicontinuous bijection.

(b) If F is the complex field and C a commutative C*-algebra with 1, the map
C >e#{sf(C,F),F), c(f) = / ( c ) is an isometric *-isomorphism.

Consider now the ̂ -category stf and the pair of ^-adjoint functors:
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As in any .2-adjointness, both composites

,F),F) and D = tf (<&(-, F), F)

are ^-monads (sometimes called J-triples; see MacLane (1971), Schubert (1972)

or Dubuc (1970) for the enriched case) with units A -^-* GA and X * DX
given by the formulas nA(a)(<p) = d((p)=<p(a) and dX{x) ( / ) = *( / ) = / (* ) . This
follows from (4.1) and (2.5), Remark 1.

(4.6) DEFINITION. The functor st • st will be called the Gelfand 2-monad,
and its unit nA the Gelfand transformation. The functor 3, > 2. will be called
the Dirac SL-monad, and its unit dX the Dirac transformation.

Our next goal is to extend the Gelfand duality of (4.5) to this context. In fact
(4.5) just means that DK = if for all compact ^Tand (assuming that F\s the complex
field) GA = A for A a commutative C*-algebra. We will identify the largest class
of algebras for which GA = A and the largest class of quasitopologies for which
DX=X.

(4.7) PROPOSITION. A quasitopological space X is u-separated if and only if the
A V

Dirac transformation X > DX = s#C%(X,F),F) is a bicontinuous bijection.

PROOF. Suppose that X is u-separated (Definition (1.8)) and let K > A' be a
filtered colimit diagram in 3. such that all the a's are injective admissible maps
with the F-valued extension property (Proposition (1.13)). Using Remark 2 to

(2.5) we get that <6(X, F) <^g>f-)> <g(K, F) is a filtered diagram of locally convex
algebras. Since all ^(a,F) are surjective functions (by (1.12)), Proposition (4.2)
applies to give that

, F), F)

is a filtered colimit diagram. Consider now

Both horizontal subdiagrams are filtered colimit diagrams, and since each dK is a
bicontinuous bijection by (4.5)(a), it follows that dX is a bicontinuous bijection.
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Conversely, if dX is a bicontinuous injection, it follows from (4.4) that X is
u-separated. This ends the proof.

Thus, the u-separated quasitopologies are exactly the spectra of locally convex
algebras. This generalizes (7.6) in Michael (1952).

From (4.7) we get also:

(4.8) PROPOSITION.

(a) For any locally convex algebra A in si', the Dirac transformation

d: s/(A, F) > Dst(A, F)

is a bicontinuous bijection of quasitopologies.
(b) For any quasitopological space X in 21, the Gelfand transformation

is a bicontinuous isomorphism of locally convex algebras.

PROOF. A simple categorical computation shows that (a) holds if and only if
(b) holds. Now, from (4.4) we get that si (A, F) is u-separated and so (a) follows
from (4.7).

(4.9) COROLLARY. Both the Gelfand 2,-monad G and the Dirac M-monad D are
idempotent: GG = G and DD = D. More precisely, for each A in si,

and

are isomorphisms.

We consider next the J-category of G-algebras (Dubuc (1970), MacLane (1971),
Schubert (1972)). Since G is idempotent, the G-algebras form the full J-subcategory
of si whose objects are the locally convex algebras A for which there is a left
inverse GA — -̂» A for the Gelfand transform A -^—* GA, that is, £,°r\A= id. It
follows (from categorical arguments) that £ is also a right inverse, so that
nA°l;= id, and r\A is a bicontinuous isomorphism. Identical considerations apply
to the Dirac ^-monad in St. In view of this, the result in (4.7) amounts to identi-
fying the quasitopologies that are £>-algebras as being precisely the u-separated
quasitopologies.

For the Gelfand .2-monad we have:

(4.10) PROPOSITION. A complex locally convex algebra with identity is a G-algebra
if and only if it is a pro-C*-algebra (cf. paragraph after (4.3)).
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PROOF. Clearly (4.3) applies to give one of the implications. Suppose then that
A is a pro-C*-algebra with identity. Any symmetric continuous seminorm
A —£-»• R+ determines a C*-algebra A(p) ( = completion of the quotient of A by
the null space of/?), and A > A(p) (p an arbitrary symmetric continuous semi-
norm) is a limit diagram. Now from the classical result (4.5)(b), we get that each
A(p) is a G-algebra. Hence, since any limit of G-algebras is a G-algebra, it follows
that A is, as desired.

REMARK 1. Recall that the condition that r\A be injective is equivalent to A
being semisimple, but this is weaker than the requirement that A be a (/-algebra.

REMARK 2. Proposition (4.10) above contains the equivalence (a)o(e) in
Michael (1952), Theorem 8.4.

We will denote by 2.2 the ^-category of u-separated quasitopologies (and
continuous maps), and by pro-#* the ^-category of pro-C*-algebras with identity.
These coincide with the categories of G-algebras and D-algebras, respectively.

From purely categorical arguments we get now:

(4.11) THEOREM.

(a) Assume that F is the complex field. Then the 1-category pro ̂ *<^s/ of
pro-C*-algebras {commutative, with identity) is a full reflexive 2,-sub-category of

si, that is, the inclusion pro #* c*. si has a 1-left adjoint si > pro <€*. For any
A in si, mA = <€(si(A, F), F) and the unit of the reflexion A * m.A is the Gelfand
transform. Further, A is in pro^"* if and only if A = mA.

(b) A locally convex algebra A is in pro^* if and only if it is the algebra ^(X,F)
of all continuous complex-valued functions on a quasitopological space X with the
uniform convergence on admissible maps (and there is a unique u-separated such
X: the spectrum of A).

(c) Let F denote now either the real or the complex field. The ^-category 2.2c+<b
of u-separated quasitopologies is a full reflexive 2-subcategory of 2.. That is, the

inclusion £2c+2 has a SL-left adjoint 1 - ^ M2. For any X in £,

and the unit of the reflexion X * uX is the Dirac transform. Further, X is in J 2

if and only if X £ *X.
(d) A quasitopological space X is u-separated if and only if it is the spectrum of

some locally convex algebra A (and there is a unique such A in pro #*: the algebra
(X,F)).
(e) Assume again that F is the complex field. The categories pro<<?* and J 2

 are
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dual categories:

~ -*2

lit

s/op «.

The equivalence on the upper half of this diagram is given by the restrictions of the
^-functors of the lower half.

We close this paper with two propositions that supply additional information
about the Dirac and Gelfand transforms.

(4.12) PROPOSITION. For any quasitopological space X the Dirac mapX > aX
is the surjective quotient map in 3.. Thus, aX is the 'largest' u-separated quotient
ofX.

PROOF. Observe that if we factor

X-

where Y is a quasitopological quotient and i is a continuous injective function
(cf. (0.9)), then it follows from (1.10)(b) that Y is u-separated. But then it is easy
(using a categorical argument) to see that Y satisfies the universal property of
«.y, whence Y — aX.

We remark that in order to compute uX it is irrelevent whether we use real or
complex numbers.

(4.13) PROPOSITION. Assume that F is the complex field. For any locally convex

algebra A with 1 the map A ——> mA is an injection if and only if A is semisimple,

and it is an initial injection if for all continuous seminorms A —*—* R+, the quotient

of A by the null space of p is semisimple.

PROOF. In view of Remark 1 to (4.10) we only have to establish the second

part of the statement. Suppose the hypothesis is satisfied and consider the con-

tinuous functions s/(A(p),F) ^"'^ > rf(A,F) where A-^A(p) is the
quotient map. Since A(p) is a normed algebra with 1, the space s/n(Ap,F)is a
compact space and sf(A(p), F) = s/K(A{p), .F) (see Example 1, following Definition
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(4.4)). Therefore the map s/(np, F) is an admissible map. Let now {ax} be any net
in A and suppose that &x > 0 in <mA. Given any p, it follows that

for all continuous characters A(p) > F. Then <p(np(ax)) > 0 for all q>. But
since A(p) is a semisimple normed algebra, we conclude that np(ax) > 0, or
p(ax) > 0 and this means that ax • 0 in A. Hence convergence in A coincides
with convergence in mA.
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